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Abstract—RFID systems can be applied to efficiently identify
the missing items by attaching them with tags. Prior missing
tag identification protocols concentrated on identifying all of
the tags. However, there may be some scenarios in which
we just care about the key tags instead of all tags, making
it inefficient to merely identify the missing key tags due to
the interference of replies from the ordinary tags (i.e., non-key
tags). In this paper, we propose to investigate the problem of
efficiently and completely identifying the missing key tags for
anonymous RFID systems in which the tag privacy is required
to be well protected. Firstly we propose a VEctor-based missing
Key tag Identification protocol called VEKI. Then we propose an
improved protocol called iVEKI, which consists of two phases:
ordinary tag deactivation and missing key tag identification. The
parameters of the proposed VEKI and iVEKI protocols are
theoretically optimized to maximize the time efficiency. Finally
we conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the proposed VEKI
and iVEKI protocols and the simulation results illustrate that
they outperform other existing protocols in terms of execution
time.
Index Terms—Anonymous RFID systems, efficiently and completely, missing key tag identification, parameter optimization

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the recent rapid development of wireless sensor
networks [3], [27]–[29] and Internet of things [35],
[36], radio frequency identification (RFID) has been an emerging technology with wide industrial applications such as localization [5], object tracking [8], warehouse management [26]
and supply chain management [7], etc. A large-scale RFID
system always consists of a back-end server, multiple readers
and thousands of low-cost tags [20]. According to whether
they are within the readers’ interrogating regions or not, the
tags can be classified into present tags and missing tags [6].
RFID systems can be applied to identify the missing items
by using readers to identify the tags attached on the items.
A recent report [25] illustrated that the U.S. retail industry
lost about 42 billion dollars in 2013 due to shrink, including
shoplifting, employee or supplier fraud and administrative
errors. Therefore, missing tag identification becomes severely
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significant and has attracted much attention from the research
community.
Most of prior missing tag identification protocols concentrated on identifying all the tags of the system. However, there
may be some scenarios in which we only care about the key
tags [16] instead of all tags. For instance, in a large shopping
mall, there are some expensive items such as jewelries and
watches and the tags attached on them are considered as the
key tags, while the tags attached to the other relatively cheap
items are considered as the ordinary tags. In some situations,
the clerk may just want to monitor the expensive items (or a
particular set of items), which can be actualized by identifying
the missing key tags. However, it is inefficient to adopt the
prior protocols in identifying the missing key tags for the
RFID system since the ordinary tags, i.e., non-key tags, (with
a larger population) will also reply to the reader’s query and
interfere with the missing key tag identification.
A potential solution for the missing key tag identification in
RFID systems is to query the ID of each key tag and the one
with no reply can be identified as missing. However, in this
paper, we consider an anonymous RFID system, in which the
tag ID should not be directly transmitted in the air to preserve
the privacy [30]. Take the shopping mall for an example again,
the key tag ID should be well protected since it would be risky
to make the tag ID corresponding to some expensive item
publicly known. The potential attackers may make use of this
information to intrude into the system, such as launching a
cloning attack [2]. Another example of the anonymous RFID
system is a package of medicine purchased by someone from
Amazon, since the package information may be closely related
to the customer’s privacy [14], the tag ID affixed on it should
be well protected to keep private. Therefore, the ID-query
protocol is inapplicable for the anonymous RFID system.
In this paper, we concentrate on efficiently and completely
identifying the missing key tags for anonymous RFID systems.
There are two major challenges: 1) Identification efficiency:
how to improve the time efficiency of the missing key tag
identification procedure with much more ordinary tags? 2)
Anonymity guarantee: the tag privacy should be well protected during the identification procedure. A prior work called
ETOP [19] was proposed to collect real-time information from
a subset of tags in a large RFID system. However, ETOP
intended to solve a different problem but not missing tag identification. Furthermore, ETOP cannot protect the tag privacy
since in the poll phase the IDs of some tags will be broadcast
by the reader. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the
first to investigate the problem of missing key tag identification
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for anonymous RFID systems. We adopt the framed slotted
Aloha [9] due to its high efficiency as the fundamental in the
missing key tag identification. We firstly propose a vectorbased missing key tag identification protocol called VEKI.
In VEKI protocol, the reader constructs and broadcasts a
vector indicating the status of each slot to simultaneously
identify the missing key tags and deactivate the ordinary
tags without revealing the tag privacy. To further improve the
time efficiency, we propose the iVEKI protocol, consisting of
the ordinary tag deactivation phase and the missing key tag
identification phase. The parameters of the proposed VEKI
and iVEKI protocols are theoretically optimized to maximize
the time efficiency, i.e, to minimize the execution time.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We make the first effort to investigate the problem of
efficiently and completely identifying the missing key
tags for anonymous RFID systems;
• We firstly propose a vector-based missing key tag identification protocol called VEKI, which simultaneously identifies the missing key tags and deactivates the ordinary
tags without revealing the tag privacy;
• We then propose the iVEKI protocol to further improve
the time efficiency, which consists of the ordinary tag
deactivation phase and the missing key tag identification
phase;
• We conduct extensive simulations to validate the effectiveness of our proposed VEKI and iVEKI protocols.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the prior missing tag identification protocols and
anonymous RFID systems. Section III defines the system
model. Section IV proposes the vector-based missing key tag
identification protocol (VEKI). Section V proposes the iVEKI
protocol. Section VI conducts the performance evaluation.
Section VII concludes this paper and puts forward the future
work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
RFID technology has been widely adopted in many industrial applications [4], [11], [18], [31], one of which is missing
tag identification, i.e., to identify whether a tag is present
or not. Furthermore, in those applications, protection of the
tag privacy has been paid more and more attention, making
the anonymous characteristic severely important for the RFID
systems. There have been lots of research works [1], [10], [14],
[16], [21], [32] on missing tag identification and anonymous
RFID systems in recent years. In this section, we will conduct
the literature review on these two research directions.
Missing tag identification: In terms of missing tag problems,
there are two categories of detection protocols, i.e., probabilistic and deterministic [17], [22]. Probabilistic missing tag
detection protocols [17], [22], [26] concentrate on detecting
the missing-tag event without identifying the missing tag’s
ID. While the deterministic missing tag detection protocols
need to identify the IDs of missing tags. The deterministic
protocols are also called missing tag identification, which can
be used as a supplement once the missing-tag event is detected

by the probabilistic protocols. Sheng et al. proposed DM
in [24] to identify the missing tags using continuous scanning,
which was done based on the previously gathered information.
ProTaR [23] was proposed to efficiently identify the missing
tags, which exploited a novel mask to promote the mitigation
of the typical tag collision problem and leveraged a bit vector
to achieve compact tag transmissions. Li et al. proposed the
IIP [12], which tried to reduce the ratio of collision slots during
the missing tag identification to achieve a high efficiency.
MTI [33] was a missing tag identification protocol instructed
by a back-end server to conduct multiple synchronized scans
within the readers’ respective coverage zone. To improve the
efficiency, SFMTI was proposed in [13] to reconcile some of
the expected collision slots, which is useless for missing tag
identification, into singleton slots.
Anonymous RFID systems: The sampling-based key tag
tracking protocol (S-KT) [16] considered an anonymous RFID
system, in which the RFID reader only knows the IDs of the
key tags. S-KT focused on estimating the cardinality of the
key tags using a singleton slot-based estimator. Note that SKT intended to solve the problem of estimating the number
of key tags in the RFID system, which is different with
that of this paper. REB [14] proposed to estimate the tag
cardinality when there existed commercially available blocker
tags in the system, which are RFID devices pre-configured
with a set of genuine tag IDs to protect their ID privacy.
GREAT [1] investigated the cloning attack detection problem
in an anonymous RFID system by reframing the collision
slots into singleton and empty ones. DeClone [2] proposed a
deterministic detection of cloning attacks for anonymous RFID
systems by using a tree traversal method. Note that GREAT
and DeClone considered the scenario that the reader did not
know the tags’ IDs in advance. However, in the anonymous
RFID system considered in this paper, we assume the reader
knows the tag IDs but should protect the tags’ ID privacy.
Although either the missing tag identification or the anonymous RFID systems have been well studied recently, there is
no prior research work on solving the missing key tag identification problem for anonymous RFID systems. In this paper,
we concentrate on investigating this problem and propose the
VEKI and iVEKI protocols, the performance evaluation of
which illustrates the importance of our study.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Network Model
In this paper, we consider an RFID system, which consists
of a back-end server, an RFID reader and N tags. The RFID
reader and the back-end server can communicate with each
other via a high data rate link. Therefore, hereinafter we will
use “reader” to represent them as an integral part. Each tag has
a unique 96-bit ID according to the EPC C1G2 standard [9],
which is known by the reader. Also, each tag has been
equipped with the same uniform hash function H(·). The N
tags consist of |S K | key tags and |S O | ordinary tags, where S K
and S O represent the set of key tags and the set of ordinary tags
in the system, respectively. The key tags may be attached on
some expensive items such as jewelries or watches, while the
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Fig. 1.

Illustration of the missing key tag identification scenario.

ordinary tags can be attached on relatively cheap items. Note
that some of the key tags may be transformed into ordinary
tags, and vice versa. In the RFID system, the key tags can
be distinguished from the ordinary tags using different ways.
For example, the reader can maintain this information and
consequently it knows whether a tag is a key tag or ordinary
tag. Another way is to assign different category IDs to the key
tags and ordinary tags respectively, i.e., all the key tags share
a category ID and the ordinary tags share the other category
ID. As shown in Fig. 1, some of the key tags may be out of
the reader’s interrogating range, which are called missing key
tags and denoted as S MK . The set of key tags that are within
the reader’s interrogating range are called present key tags and
denoted as S PK . Similarly, we denote S MO and S PO as the set
of missing ordinary tags and the set of present ordinary tags,
respectively. Hence, |S K | = |S MK | + |S PK |, |S O | = |S MO | + |S PO |,
and N = |S K | + |S O |. Hereinafter, for ease of presentation, we
also use K and O to denote |S K | and |S O |, respectively. In
this paper we only consider the single-reader scenario and our
proposed protocols can be easily extended to work in multireader scenario with logical OR operations.
The framed slotted Aloha protocol [9] can be used in the
communications between the reader and tags for collision
avoidance as follows. When the reader intends to collect
information of a set of tags, it conducts a series of frames,
each of which consists of multiple time slots. For each frame,
the reader queries the tags by broadcasting parameters h f, Ri,
where f is the frame size and R is a random seed. Then each
tag picks a slot with an index of H(ID, R) mod f to reply,
where H(·) is a hash function deployed by the reader and tags
in advance, ID is the tag’s identity.
The reader can classify each slot into one of three types:
empty slot with no tag reply, singleton slot with exact one tag
reply and collision slot with multiple tag replies. Furthermore,
we use non-empty slots to represent the union of the singleton
slots and the collision slots, and use non-singleton slots to

represent the union of empty slots and the collision slots. If
we just need to distinguish a non-empty slot from empty ones,
the tag can just reply a one-bit response [12], [21], [22], after
which the reader can determine whether the slot is empty or
not by detecting whether there is an idle carrier or a busy
carrier within this slot. While to verify a singleton slot, a
multi-bit response is necessary. To this end, the slots can
also be classified based on their lengths into the following
three types: tag slot (the slot to transmit a 96-bit ID), longresponse slot (the slot to transmit a long-response with multibit information) and short-response slot (the slot to transmit
a short-response with one-bit information), respectively. We
denote ttag , tl and t s as the length of a tag slot, a long-response
slot and a short-response slot, respectively. For simplicity,
in this paper we set ttag = 2.4 ms, tl = 0.8 ms and
t s = 0.4 ms, respectively [?], [17], [33]. In this paper, we
adopt the segmentation technique [5], [6], [15] to improve
the efficiency. In the segmentation technique, the slot-status
information of a frame can be divided into multiple segments,
each of which consists of 96 bits and can be transmitted within
ttag .
B. Attack Model
An anonymous RFID system [16] is considered in this
paper, in which there is an attacker attempting to reveal the
tag privacy. Here the tag privacy includes both the following
two elements [4]:
• Tag ID privacy: it refers to the 96-bit ID of each tag. To
protect the tag ID privacy effectively, the ID of each tag
can not be transmitted directly in the air.
• Category ID privacy: it refers to the first s binary bits
of each tag’s ID, which can be regarded as its category
ID (1 < s < 96). To protect the category ID privacy
effectively, the reader can not select a specific category
of tags by directly sending a Select command with the
corresponding category ID.
The tag privacy protection is very important. For example,
after eavesdropping the tag ID, the attacker can launch a
cloning attack [2], which can behave the same with the tag.
Consequently, even if a cloned tag is missing, it will not
be successfully identified due to the cloning attack’s reply
to the reader. Therefore, in the considered anonymous RFID
system, the reader can neither query each key tag directly nor
select only the key tags for further identification. Hence, it
motivates us to propose the efficient and complete missing key
tag identification protocols without revealing the tag privacy
in this paper.
C. Problem Statement
Since the key tags may be attached on some expensive
items, sometimes the identification of missing key tags should
be paid much more attention to avoid capital loss. In this
paper, we concentrate on efficiently and completely identifying
the missing key tags for anonymous RFID systems. As the
missing key tag identification will be performed periodically,
it is necessary to achieve a high identification efficiency, i.e.,
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to identify the missing key tags as soon as possible, especially
for the large-scale RFID systems [17]. As shown in Fig. 1, the
problem can be summarized as: to minimize the execution time
of completely identifying the tags in S MK for an RFID system
without revealing the tag privacy given that S K and S O are
known by the reader.
IV. V ECTOR -BASED M ISSING K EY TAG I DENTIFICATION
P ROTOCOL
In this section, we propose the vector-based missing key
tag identification protocol called VEKI to efficiently and
completely identify the missing key tags without revealing
the tag privacy. We firstly present the protocol description
of the VEKI. After that we discuss the parameter settings to
minimize the execution time.
A. Protocol Description of VEKI
When the reader conducts missing key tag identification,
the present ordinary tags will also respond to the reader, which
will interfere with the missing key tag identification procedure
and make it inefficient. Therefore, a potential solution is
to deactivate the present ordinary tags during the missing
key tag identification. The idea behind the VEKI protocol is
to construct a vector indicating the status of each slot and
broadcast this vector for each tag to determine how to respond.
The VEKI protocol consists of multiple rounds. Here we
denote r as the number of rounds and the determination of
r will be discussed in next subsection. At the beginning of
an arbitrary round i, the reader broadcasts parameters h fi , Ri,
where fi is the frame size and R is a random seed which is
fresh in each round. After receiving the parameters, each tag
determines which slot to reply by calculating H(ID, R) mod
fi . Meanwhile, the reader can estimate the status of each slot
in the current frame since it knows the IDs of all the tags,
including both the key and ordinary ones. Then the reader
constructs a 2 fi -bit vector, denoted as Vi , which consists of fi
slot indicators. Each slot indicator consists of two bits and its
value depends on the expected status of the associated slot.
Specifically, the relationship between the value of each slot
indicator in Vi and the status of its associated slot is described
follows:
• ‘00’: if the associated slot is expected to be empty;
• ‘01’: if the associated slot is expected to be singleton and
is only selected by one key tag;
• ‘10’: if the associated slot is expected to be non-empty
and is only selected by ordinary tag(s);
• ‘11’: if the associated slot is expected to be collision and
is selected by at least one key tag.
The reader needs to broadcast the vector Vi to the tags. If
2 fi > 96, the reader divides Vi into d 296fi e segments as done
in [12], [13], [34], each of which is denoted as VS ij (0 ≤ j ≤
d 296fi e − 1). Therefore, each segment can be transmitted within a
tag slot, i.e., ttag . Then the reader sequentially broadcasts each
of the segments. Each tag can map its ID to the associated
slot indicator and segment. Since each tag knows its replying
slot index, assumed as c (0 ≤ c ≤ fi − 1), it can determine

that the associated slot indicator lies in segment VS ik with bit
2c
c. Each tag just
index c − 96k and c + 1 − 96k, where k = b 96
needs to receive one segment, which it is mapping to. After
receiving its mapping segment, each tag can get its associated
slot indicator. There are three different cases for each tag with
the received slot indicator:
• Case 1: the received slot indicator is ‘01’, indicating that
the tag is a key tag and it is the only one selecting the
associated slot;
• Case 2: the received slot indicator is ‘10’, indicating that
the tag is an ordinary tag;
• Case 3: the received slot indicator is ‘11’, indicating that
the tag may be either a key tag or an ordinary one.
Note that no tag will receive its slot indicator as ‘00’, which
indicates an empty slot, since the associated slot is selected
by at least one receiving tag and cannot be empty. After
broadcasting each segment VS ij , the reader will execute a subframe j with the number of slots equal to the number of slot
indicators with value of ‘01’. Therefore, in each sub-frame,
only the tags in Case 1 mapping to this sub-frame, i.e., the key
tags, each of which selects a singleton slot in this sub-frame,
will reply. Furthermore, each of the replying tags determines
its replying slot by calculating the number of slot indicators
with value of ‘01’ preceding its associated slot indicator in
the corresponding segment. And in each replying slot, the
associated tag will reply a one-bit message for the reader
to identify its presence. Therefore, if the slot is non-empty,
the associated tag is present; otherwise, the associated tag is
missing because there is no reply in this slot. By detecting the
status of each slot in each sub-frame, the reader can determine
whether the associated key tag is missing or not. As soon
as each present key tag replies in its associated slot, it will
deactivate itself in the following rounds since its presence has
already been identified.
For the tags in Case 2, they can determine that they are
ordinary tags and deactivate themselves immediately after
receiving the associated slot indicators. Note that although
some of the tags in Case 2 may be missing ordinary ones, the
reader does not need to differentiate them from the present
ordinary tags. And during the following rounds, all the tags
in Case 2 (including both the present and missing ones) will
be excluded when calculating the value of each slot indicator.
For the tags in Case 3, it is difficult for the reader to verify
the presence of the key tags, since there are also some ordinary
tags selecting this slot. Therefore, all the tags in Case 3 just
keep silent in the current round and continue to participate in
the identification of next round.
We denote Ki and Oi as the expected number of key tags
and ordinary tags, which have not been verified by the reader
before round i. Thus, K1 = K and O1 = O. Also, we denote
Ki∗ as the expected number of newly verified key tags (either
present or missing) in round i and denote O∗i as the expected
number of deactivated ordinary tags in round i. Therefore, Ki =
∗
Ki−1 − Ki−1
and Oi = Oi−1 − O∗i−1 . Accordingly, in round i, only
Ki + Oi tags participate in the missing key tag identification
procedure. The missing key tag identification procedure will
be conducted round by round until all the r rounds have been
finished.
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B. Parameter Determination
After presenting the VEKI protocol, we need to determine
the parameters, including the frame size fi and number of
rounds r, to maximize the missing key tag identification
efficiency.
We denote T i as the execution time of round i in the VEKI
protocol. Obviously, T i consists of three parts: the time to
broadcast the parameters, to broadcast the segments and to
execute the sub-frames. The parameters can be broadcasted
within one tag slot, i.e., ttag . Since in round i, the reader
constructs a 2 fi -bit vector Vi , which can be divided into d 296fi e
segments, it needs d 296fi e · ttag to broadcast them. As shown in
Fig. 2, the number of slots in all of the sub-frames in round i
equals the number of key tags mapping to the singleton slots,
i.e., Ki∗ . Here Ki∗ represents the expected number of newly
verified key tags in round i. Therefore, the time to execute the
sub-frames in round i is Ki∗ · t s . Consequently, we can obtain:
T i = (d

1

t2

t3

t4

Expected response

t5

t6

t7

t8

t9

t10

t11

t12

Actual response

Fig. 2. Illustration of the missing key tag identification procedure of the
VEKI protocol.

Example: As shown in Fig. 2, before round i, S MK = {t1 , t3 },
S PK = {t2 , t4 }, S MO = {t5 , t9 , t11 } and S PO = {t6 , t7 , t8 , t10 , t12 }.
After the reader broadcasting the parameters, it can construct
the vector Vi , which can be divided into segment VS i0 and
VS i1 . As there is only one slot indicator with value of ‘01’ in
VS i0 , the associated slot of which is selected by t3 , the subframe 0 only consists of one slot. t3 can be identified as a
missing key tag when the reader detects no response in the
slot. Similarly, t2 can be identified as a present key tag, which
will deactivate itself in the following rounds. Since t7 , t11 and
t12 select the slots with slot indicator value of ‘10’, they also
deactivate themselves in the following rounds. Consequently,
there are only 7 tags participating in round i + 1. Similarly, in
round i + 1, t4 can be identified as a present key tag, which
will deactivate itself in the following rounds. And t5 , t8 and
t10 can be deactivated and excluded in the following rounds.
In this paper, we define that the tag privacy is well protected
if the tag privacy cannot be directly obtained or be inferred.
Then we can get the following Theorem.
Theorem 1. The proposed VEKI protocol can well protect the
tag privacy.
Proof: In the VEKI protocol, the tag ID and category
ID have not been directly transmitted during the missing key
tag identification procedure. Also, since each tag uses the hash
function to calculate its reply slot index, its tag ID and category
ID cannot be inferred even if its reply is overheard. Thus the
tag privacy cannot be directly obtained or be inferred and we
can claim that the tag privacy is well protected.

2 fi
e + 1) × ttag + Ki∗ × t s .
96

(1)

Recall that there are Ki + Oi tags participating in round i.
The probability that a key tag selects a singleton slot equals
the probability that the selected slot is not selected by any
other Ki + Oi − 1 tags. Thus, we can get:
!
K +O
K +O −1
Ki 1
1
− i i
− i i
Ki∗ =
× × 1− )Ki +Oi −1 × fi ≈ Ki ×e fi ≈ Ki ×e fi .
1
fi
fi
(2)
Theorem 2. The average time to verify per key tag in round
i of the VEKI protocol can be minimized when fi = Ki + Oi .
Proof: Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we can get the
average time to verify per key tag in round i as:
fi
(d 296fi e + 1) × ttag + Ki∗ × t s
Ti
48 × ttag
≈
+ ts .
=
K
+O
K +O
− i i
− i i
Ki∗
Ki × e fi
Ki × e fi

Therefore, our objective is to minimize
derivative of KTi∗ with respect to fi is:

Ti
Ki∗ .

The partial

i

∂ KTi∗
i

∂ fi

=

ttag
48

× (1 −
−

Ki × e

Ki +Oi
fi )
Ki +Oi
fi

.

T

Let
T
∂ K ∗i
i

∂ K ∗i
i

∂ fi

= 0, we can get fi = Ki + Oi . When fi < Ki + Oi ,
T

∂ K ∗i

i
∂ fi < 0, and when fi > Ki + Oi , ∂ fi > 0. Thus, we can
minimize the average time to verify per key tag by setting
fi = Ki + Oi .
Then we need to calculate Ki and Oi respectively to deter∗
mine fi . As we mentioned, Ki = Ki−1 − Ki−1
. Based on Eq. (2),
we can obtain:

−

∗
Ki = Ki−1 − Ki−1
= Ki−1 − Ki−1 × e

= K1 × (1 − e )

−1 i−1

Ki−1 +Oi−1
fi−1

= K × (1 − e )

−1 i−1

= Ki−1 × (1 − e−1 )

.

(3)
On the other hand, the probability that an ordinary tag is
deactivated equals the probability that it selects a slot, which
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is not selected by any key tag (but may be selected by other
ordinary tags). Thus, we can get:
!
K
Oi
1
1
− i
∗
Oi =
× × 1 − )Ki × fi ≈ Oi × e Ki +Oi .
fi
fi
1
Similarly, as we mentioned that Oi = Oi−1 − O∗i−1 , we can
obtain:
Ki−1
−
(4)
Oi = Oi−1 × (1 − e Ki−1 +Oi−1 ).
By combining Eqs. (3) and (4), we can iteratively calculate
the frame size fi based on K1 = K, O1 = O and fi = Ki + Oi .
To estimate the number of rounds r, we need to determine
when can the reader verify all the key tags. We denote  as
a positive real number. Let Kr = , indicating that before
round r, the expected number of key tags which have not
been verified is . Therefore, after r rounds, the reader tends
to verify all the key tags if  is small enough. We can get:
K × (1 − e−1 )r−1 =  ⇒ r ≥

ln K
+ 1.
ln(1 − e−1 )

(5)

Note that the reader knows the IDs of all the tags, it can
acquire the information that how many key tags are verified in
each round. Therefore, the reader can terminate the missing
key tag identification procedure as soon as all the key tags
have been verified. Here we provide Eq. (5) to estimate the
number of rounds.
V. I MPROVED V ECTOR -BASED M ISSING K EY TAG
I DENTIFICATION P ROTOCOL
In the proposed VEKI protocol, some of the ordinary tags
are deactivated simultaneously when verifying the presence
of the key tags. According to the parameter optimization, the
frame size fi = Ki + Oi , indicating that the participation of
ordinary tags greatly decreases the efficiency, especially when
O is much larger than K. Therefore, one of the directions to
improve the efficiency is separating the ordinary tag deactivation and missing key tag identification into two independent
phases, which motivates us to propose the iVEKI protocol.
In this section, we propose the improved vector-based missing key tag identification protocol for the anonymous RFID
systems called iVEKI to enhance the efficiency, which consists
of the ordinary tag deactivation phase and the missing key tag
identification phase. In the first phase, the reader deactivates all
the ordinary tags in the system to prohibit their interference on
the missing key tag identification. And in the second phase, the
reader verifies the presence of each key tag. We firstly present
the protocol description of iVEKI. After that we propose to
maximize the efficiency via parameter optimization.
A. Protocol Description of iVEKI
1) Ordinary Tag Deactivation Phase: To deactivate the
ordinary tags, the reader can broadcast a specific message for
each tag to decide whether or not to deactivate itself. The
ordinary tag deactivation phase consists of r1 rounds. At the
beginning of each round i, the reader broadcasts parameter
h fi0 , Ri, where fi0 is the frame size and R is the random
seed. Each tag selects a slot to reply after receiving the
parameters. The reader can also estimate the status of each

slot in the current frame since it knows the IDs of the known
tags, including both the key and ordinary tags. Then the
reader constructs an fi0 -bit ordinary tag deactivation vector,
denoted as OVi . Each bit in OVi is set as ‘0’ if its associated
slot is selected by only ordinary tag(s), and is set as ‘1’
f0
otherwise. When fi0 > 96, the reader divides OVi into d 96i e
segments and sequentially broadcasts them, each of which can
be conducted within a tag slot. After receiving its associated
segment, each tag can interprets it and check the value of its
corresponding bit. If it is ‘0’, the tag deactivates itself. Since
the tag corresponding to a bit ‘0’ is an ordinary tag, only some
of the ordinary tags will deactivate in each round.
Note that the reader can easily calculate the number of
deactivated ordinary tags and get the number of undeactivated
ordinary tags after this round. The ordinary tag deactivation
phase will be conducted until all the ordinary tags are deactivated. We will discuss the determination of fi0 and r1 later.
2) Missing Key Tag Identification Phase: After the ordinary
tag deactivation phase, there will be no ordinary tag participating in the missing key tag identification phase. Thus, the
missing key tag identification problem becomes much simpler,
in which there is no interference from ordinary tags.
The missing key tag identification phase consists of r2
rounds. At the beginning of an arbitrary round i, the reader
broadcasts parameters h fi , Ri, where fi is the frame size and
R is the random seed. Here we also denote Ki as the expected
number of unverified key tags before round i. Thus, only the Ki
key tags participate in the current round. Each key tag selects
a slot to reply after receiving the parameters. Furthermore,
since the reader knows the set of key tags to participate in the
current round, it can also estimate the status of each slot in
the current frame. Then the reader constructs an fi -bit key tag
identification vector, denoted as KVi . Each bit in KVi is set as
‘1’ if there its associated slot is expected to be singleton, i.e.,
only one key tag selects its associated slot, and ‘0’ otherwise.
If fi > 96, the reader divides KVi into d 96fi e segments, each of
which is denoted as KVS ij (0 ≤ j ≤ d 96fi e−1) as shown in Fig. 3
and can be transmitted within ttag . The reader then sequentially
broadcasts the segments, each of which is followed by a subframe. Each tag can map itself to one of the segments and
determine whether or not to reply in the associated sub-frame.
Only the tag whose corresponding bit is ‘1’ will reply in
its associated sub-frame. Therefore, the number of slots in
each sub-frame equals the number of ‘1’ in the corresponding
segment. In each sub-frame, the reader detects whether there
is a response in each slot to verify the corresponding key tag’s
presence. Each present key tag, which replies in its associated
slot, can be identified as present and will deactivate itself in
the following rounds. At the end of round i, the reader can
identify some missing key tags together with some present
key ones, which will be excluded in the following rounds.
The missing key tag identification will be conducted until all
the r2 rounds have been finished.
Example: As shown in Fig. 3, assume all the ordinary tags
have been deactivated in the ordinary tag deactivation phase
and there is no ordinary tag participating in the missing key tag
identification phase. Before round i in phase II of the iVEKI
protocol, S MK = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 } and S PK = {t5 , t6 , t7 , t8 , t9 , 510 }.
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not selected by any key tag, i.e., f10 · (1 − f10 )K · fi0 . Thus, we
i
i
can obtain:
!
O0
1
1
− K0
(6)
O∗i 0 = i × 0 × (1 − 0 )K × fi0 ≈ O0i × e fi .
fi
fi
1
Therefore, the average time to deactivate per ordinary tag in
round i of the ordinary tag deactivation phase can be calculated
as:
f0
fi0
(d 96i e + 1) × ttag
T i0
96 × ttag
=
≈
.
− K0
− K0
O∗i 0
O0i × e fi
O0i × e fi
The objective
in the ordinary tag deactivation phase0 is to
T
T0
minimize O∗i 0 . We can get the partial derivative of O∗i 0 with
i
i
0
respect to fi as:
T0
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the missing key tag identification phase in the iVEKI
protocol.

In round i, each of tags t2 , t3 , t5 and t8 selects an expected
singleton slot. Therefore, t2 and t3 are identified as missing,
and t5 and t8 are identified as present, which deactivate
themselves. The above four tags are excluded in round i + 1.
At the end of round i + 1, t1 can be identified as missing and
t10 can be identified as present. Both of the t5 and t8 will be
deactivated and excluded in the following rounds.
Theorem 3. The proposed iVEKI protocol can well protect
the tag privacy.
Proof: It is similar to that of the VEKI protocol shown
in Theorem 1, we omit the proof here to save space.
B. Parameter Determination
In this section, we discuss how to determine fi0 , r1 , fi and
r2 to maximize the efficiency.
We denote T i0 as the execution time for round i in the
ordinary tag deactivation phase. Since in round
i, the reader
f0
uses ttag to broadcast the parameters and d 96i e · ttag to broadcast
the segments, we can obtain:
fi0
e + 1) × ttag .
96
We denote O0i as the expected number of undeactivated
ordinary tags before round i and O∗i 0 as the expected number
of deactivated ordinary tags in round i. Thus, O01 = O. For
an ordinary tag, the probability that it will be deactivated in
round i equals the probability that it selects a slot which is
T i0 = (d

i

K
).
fi0

(7)

T0

∂ O∗i 0

∂ O∗i 0

when < K, ∂ f 0 < 0 and when > K, ∂ fi0 > 0. Thus, the
i
i
efficiency can be maximized when fi0 = K. It is observed that
fi0 does not depend on the number of ordinary tags. Therefore,
the execution time can be reduced by separating the ordinary
tag deactivation and missing key tag identification into two
phases, especially when K << O.
To estimate the number of rounds r1 , we need to calculate
O0i . We can get O0i = O0i−1 − O∗i−1 0 . Therefore, based on Eq. (6),
we can obtain:
fi0

Sub-frame 1

t3

96 × O0i × e

× (1 −

T0

1

Segment KVS

0

− fK0

Then, let Eq. (7) equal 0 and we can get fi0 = K. Moreover,
1
i 1

0 1 0 0 0

ttag

=

fi0

i

O0i = O0i−1 − O∗i−1 0 = O0i−1 − O0i−1 × e
=

O01

−1 i−1

× (1 − e )

− fK0
i

= O × (1 − e )

= O0i−1 × (1 − e−1 )

−1 i−1

.

Similarly, We denote η as a small enough positive real number.
Let O0r1 = η, indicating that before round r1 , the expected
number of undeactivated ordinary tags is η. Thus, we can
estimate r1 as:
l ln Oη
m
−1 r1 −1
O × (1 − e )
= η ⇒ r1 =
+ 1.
ln(1 − e−1 )
As we mentioned, the reader knows the IDs of the ordinary
tags, it can calculate the exact number of undeactivated ordinary tags after each round. Therefore, the reader can guarantee
that all the ordinary tags are deactivated in the ordinary tag
deactivation phase.
We denote T i as the execution time in round i of the
missing key tag identification phase. We also denote Ki and
Ki∗ as the expected number of unverified key tags before
round i and the expected number of newly verified key tags
in round i, respectively. Thus, K1 = K. The reader uses ttag
to broadcast the parameters and d 96fi e · ttag to broadcast the
segments. Furthermore, there are Ki∗ slots in all the sub-frames
in round i, indicating that the reader will consume Ki∗ · t s . We
can get:
fi
T i = (d e + 1) × ttag + Ki∗ × t s .
96
For an unverified key tag, it can be verified to be present
or not only when its associated slot is not selected by any
other tag since only the singleton slots are executed. Thus, the
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probability that an unverified key tag will be verified in round
i equals the probability that it selects a singleton slot. Then
we can get:
!
K
K −1
1
Ki
1
− i
− i
∗
Ki =
× × (1 − )Ki −1 × fi ≈ Ki × e fi ≈ Ki × e fi . (8)
fi
fi
1
Then we can get the average time to verify per key tag in
round i of the missing key tag identification phase as:
fi
(d 96fi e + 1) × ttag + Ki∗ × t s
Ti
96 × ttag
=
≈
+ ts .
K
K
− i
− i
Ki∗
Ki × e fi
K i × e fi

The objective in the missing key tag identification phase is
to minimize KTi∗ . Let the partial derivative of KTi∗ with respect to
i

fi equal 0, i.e.,
T

∂ K ∗i

i

T

∂ K ∗i
i

∂ fi

= 0. After that we can get fi = Ki (when
T

∂ K ∗i

fi < Ki , ∂ fii < 0, and when fi > Ki , ∂ fii > 0).
Based on Eq. (8), we can also obtain:
−

∗
Ki = Ki−1 − Ki−1
= Ki−1 × (1 − e

Ki
fi

) = Ki−1 × (1 − e−1 )

= K1 × (1 − e−1 )i−1 = K × (1 − e−1 )i−1 .

ln K1
+ 1.
ln(1 − e−1 )

In the simulations, we consider an RFID system with a
single reader. Note that our proposed VEKI and iVEKI protocols can also work in the multi-reader scenarios with simple
logic OR operations. We assume that the communication link
between the reader and tags is error-free and symmetric with
the same transmission rate 62.5 Kbps [17], that is, ttag = 2.4 ms
and t s = 0.4 ms. We adopt η = 0.01 in the iVEKI protocol.
For the scenario with non-error-free communication link, it
can be solved by adding a cyclic-redundance check code in
each transmitted segment as in [15], which, however, is out of
consideration of this paper. Each simulation result is obtained
by averaging 100 independent runs. Since all the missing
key tags in the system can be successfully identified by the
protocols, we adopt the execution time of the missing key
tag identification procedure as the performance metric in the
simulations in terms of milliseconds. Note that the execution
time is calculated by counting the number of tag slots and
the number of short-response slots required for the missing
key tag identification procedure. Therefore, less execution time
indicates higher missing key tag identification efficiency.
B. Performance Comparison

Let Kr2 = 1, indicating that there is only one unverified key
tag before round r2 , then this unverified key tag can be verified
in round r2 since it is the only tag participating in the current
round. Therefore, we can guarantee that all the key tags can
be verified after r2 rounds, i.e., all the missing key tags can
be identified. Consequently, we can estimate r2 as:
K × (1 − e−1 )r2 −1 = 1 ⇒ r2 ≥

A. Simulation Settings

(9)

VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
VEKI and iVEKI protocols. We implemented the VEKI and
iVEKI protocols in Matlab. Although there is no existing
work studying the problem of the missing key tag identification for anonymous RFID system, we still implemented
two of the prior works namely IIP [12] and SFMTI [13] for
performance comparison since they can be used to identify
all the missing tags (including both the key and ordinary
tags). In the IIP [12] protocol, the reader tries to identify the
missing tags by observing the slots changing from expected
non-empty to actual empty, in which each tag mapping to a
collision slot will decide to participate in the current frame
with probability of 50% to improve the slot utilization. In the
SFMTI [13] protocol, the reader can reconcile some of the
expected collision slots by reassign additional slots at the end
of current frame for the associated tags to improve efficiency.
When an expected non-empty slot is detected to be empty, the
tags mapping to this slot can then be identified as missing. We
illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed VEKI and iVEKI
protocols by comparing their performance with the IIP and
SFMTI protocols.

Fig. 4 shows the impacts of number of key tags on the
performance of execution time of the proposed VEKI and
iVEKI protocols and the existing ones with different value
of K/O, i.e., when K/O = 0.01, K/O = 0.05, K/O = 0.1,
and K/O = 0.2, respectively. Since the number of key tags
is always smaller than that of ordinary tags in the practical
applications, we only consider the scenarios that K/O ≤ 0.2 in
the simulations. The number of key tags is varied from 100 to
1000. And we set |S MK |/K = 0.1 and |S MO |/O = 0.1, i.e., 10%
of the key tags and ordinary tags are missing, respectively. It
illustrates that all the four protocols require more execution
time with the increase of the number of key tags. The reason
is that when the number of key tags increases, the number of
ordinary tags will also increase, resulting in more known tags
to verify. Obviously, the proposed VEKI and iVEKI protocols
always outperform the other two protocols since the latter
two protocols are designed to identify all the missing tags
but not just the missing key tags. When K/O = 0.01 and
K/O = 0.05, the iVEKI protocol consumes less execution time
than that of the VEKI protocol. However, when K/O = 0.1,
they consume similar execution time. And when K/O = 0.2,
VEKI protocol performs better than iVEKI protocol, indicating
that iVEKI protocol has advantage over VEKI protocol only
when K << O, which validates our previous claim. The IIP
protocol always consumes the most execution time.
Fig. 5 shows the impacts of number of ordinary tags on
the performance of execution time of the proposed VEKI and
iVEKI protocols and the existing ones with different value
of K/O, i.e., when K/O = 0.01, K/O = 0.05, K/O = 0.1,
and K/O = 0.2 respectively. The number of ordinary tags
is varied from 1000 to 10000. And we set |S MK |/K = 0.1
and |S MO |/O = 0.1. The results in Fig. 5 illustrate that when
the number of ordinary tags increases, the execution time of
all the four protocols will increase, since more ordinary tags
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indicates more known tags to verify. Also, the proposed VEKI
and iVEKI protocols always outperform the other two existing
ones. Similarly, the iVEKI protocol outperforms the VEKI
protocol when K/O = 0/01 and K/O = 0.05. When K/O =
0.1, they consume similar execution time and when K/O =
0.2, VEKI protocol requires less execution time than that of
iVEKI protocol. The IIP protocol always consumes the most
execution time.
Fig. 6 illustrates the impacts of number of key tags on
the performance of execution time of the proposed VEKI
and iVEKI protocols and the existing ones when O = 10000
with different value of |S MK |/K, i.e., when |S MK |/K = 0.1,
|S MK |/K = 0.5 and |S MK |/K = 1, respectively. The number of key tags is varied from 100 to 1000. And we set
|S MO |/O = 0.1. The results show that all the four protocols
consume more execution time when the number of key tags
increases. However, the growth rates of the execution time are
much smaller than that in Fig. 4 since the number of ordinary
tags here is fixed to be 10000. The proposed VEKI and iVEKI
protocols outperform the other two existing protocols. And the
iVEKI protocol consumes less execution time than the VEKI
protocol. However, when the number of key tags increases
to 1000, the iVEKI protocol perform almost the same with
the VEKI protocol because K/O = 0.1 when K = 1000
(O = 10000). Furthermore, the value of |S MK |/K does not
affect the execution time of all the four protocols since all the
four protocols need to verify all the key tags no matter they
are missing or not.
Fig. 7 shows the impacts of number of ordinary tags on
the performance of execution time of the proposed VEKI
and iVEKI protocols and the existing ones when K = 100
with different value of |S MO |/O, i.e., when |S MO |/O = 0.1,
|S MO |/O = 0.5 and |S MO |/O = 1, respectively. The number
of ordinary tags is varied from 1000 to 10000. And we set

|S MK |/K = 0.1. With the increase of number of ordinary tags,
the execution time of all the four protocols will increase. The
proposed VEKI and iVEKI protocols outperform the existing
two protocols. And the iVEKI protocol performs the best.
Also, the value of |S MO |/O does not affect the execution time
of all the four protocols.
Summary: The proposed VEKI and iVEKI protocols perform much more efficiently than the IIP and SFMTI protocols,
and the iVEKI protocol outperforms the VEKI protocol when
K/O ≤ 0.1. The execution time of the four protocols increases
when the number of key tags or ordinary tags increases.
However, |S MK |/K and |S MO |/O do not affect the execution
time of the four protocols. Note that the IIP and SFMTI
protocols are designed for missing tag identification, which is a
different problem with ours in this paper. Nevertheless, via the
performance evaluation, we can still claim that the simulation
results illustrate the importance of our study since the proposed
VEKI and iVEKI protocols can efficiently identify the missing
key tags for the large-scale RFID systems.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we made the first effort to investigate the problem of efficient and complete missing key tag identification for
the anonymous RFID systems. We firstly proposed a vectorbased missing Key tag identification protocol called VEKI,
in which the reader simultaneously identifies the missing key
tags and deactivates the ordinary tags without revealing the
tag privacy. We then proposed an improved protocol called
iVEKI to further improve the efficiency, which consists of
the ordinary tag deactivation phase and the missing key tag
identification phase. We theoretically optimized the parameters
of the proposed VEKI and iVEKI protocols to maximize the
time efficiency. We finally conducted extensive simulations to
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evaluate the VEKI and iVEKI protocols and the simulation
results illustrate that they greatly outperform other existing
protocols in terms of execution time.
This paper only considered the error-free communication
link between the reader and tags, we intend to further investigate the non-error-free scenario for missing key tag identification as one of directions of the future work. Another direction
in our future work is to consider the anonymous RFID system,
in which the reader only knows the IDs of the key tags but
not those of the ordinary tags.
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